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Shannon Press, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Snowe Agency has a unique approach to solving crimes. Besides the usual sifting
through the evidence for clues and motives, each of the detectives has an additional--and unusual--
skill. The suave Seth Augustine is a psychometer. He gets psychic impressions from touching objects
people have handled. Bethany Hale is as smart and tough as they come, and has precognitive
dreams. Troy Seligman can do astral projection--but fights profound feelings of guilt over spying on
people in spirit form. Jeff Kolnikoff seems shy and fumbling, but his telekinetic ability is off the
charts. And the eccentric, brilliant telepath, Callista Lee, can read people s thoughts as clearly as if
they were speaking aloud. And this time, they ll need all the skills they have to tackle their toughest
case yet. A man was poisoned at a wedding reception--but a hundred guests, and even the bride
and groom, all deny having the slightest idea who the victim is. Even the police are stumped. Can
the gifted detectives of Snowe Agency catch a murderer when the victim is a complete cipher? And,
even more importantly, can they...
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An incredibly wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tom a s Fla tley-- Tom a s Fla tley

This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- V ickie Wolff-- V ickie Wolff
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